We show that the Active-Day-Fraction calibration method (Willamo et al. [2017] ) fails for Gustav Spörer's sunspot group observations. Spörer was labeled a 'perfect observer' on account of his 'observational threshold SS area' being determined to be equal to zero, based on the assumption that the observer can see and report all the groups with the area larger than SS, while missing all smaller groups. So, Spörer could apparently, according to the ADF calibration method, see and report all groups, regardless of size and should never miss any. This suggests a very direct test: compute the yearly average group count for both Spörer and the 'perfect observer' exemplar, the Royal Greenwich Observatory (RGO), and compare them. They should be identical within a reasonable (very small) error margin. We find that they are not and that RGO generally reported 45% more groups than Spörer, and that therefore, the ADF-method is not generally applicable.
Introduction
In a recent article, Willamo et al. [2017] upgrade the Sunspot Group Number reconstruction based on the fraction of 'Active Days' per month suggested by Vaquero et al. [2012] and extended by Usoskin et al. [2016] and touted as a "modern non-parametric method […] free from daisy-chaining and arbitrary choices". If this were indeed the case, significant progress would have been made in the quest for the elusive record of longterm solar activity. We show in this brief communication that the method fails spectacularly when applied to what the article calls "a perfect observer", and that therefore the jury is still out on this, rendering the vaunted ADF-methodology suspect and less than useful.
The Data
We concentrate on the interval 1880-1893 where sufficient and unambiguous data are available from the following observers: Gustav Spörer (at Anclam), Royal Greenwich Observatory (RGO), and Alfred Wolfer (Zürich), as provided by Usoskin (Personal Communication, 2017 to Laure Lefèvre) in this format:
Year M D G G(ADF) GLo GHi 1880 1 4 1 1.04806 1 1 1880 1 7 2 2.07032 2 2 1880 1 8 3 3.09613 3 3
It is not clear from the data if the limits GLo and GHi (determining the confidence interval) are truncated or rounded to the nearest integer or if they are the actual true values. In any case, they are always identical for Spörer. Table 1 of Willamo et al. [2017] specifies that Spörer is a 'perfect observer' with 'observational threshold SS (in millionths of the solar disk)' equal to zero, based on the assumption that the 'quality' of each observer is characterized by his/her observational acuity, measured by a threshold area SS. The threshold implies that the observer can see and report all the groups with the area larger than SS, while missing all smaller groups. So, Spörer could apparently, according to the ADF calibration method, see and report all groups, regardless of size and should never miss any, except for a few that evolved and died without Spörer seeing them. In fact, the GLo and GHi given by Usoskin are identical as they should be for perfect data without errors. If so, it suggests a very direct test: compute the yearly average group count for both Spörer and RGO and compare them. They should be identical within a reasonable (very small) error margin.
The Test
The following Often, a picture is worth a thousand words, so Figure 1 shows the results in graphical form. The difference between Spörer and the real 'perfect observer' RGO is vividly evident in Figure 2 that shows the fraction of the time where a given number of groups was observed as a function of the phase within the sunspot cycle. At high solar activity Spörer saw significantly fewer spots than RGO. It is also at such times that the ADF is close to unity (as at such times almost every day is an 'active day' in every cycle) and therefore does not carry information about the size of the cycle. 
Conclusion
The ADF-method does not yield a correct 'observational threshold SS' for G. Spörer and thus does not form a reliable basis for reconstruction of past solar activity valid for all times and observers, and as such must be discarded for general use.
